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VISIT OF LARS THORBORG TO AUSTRALIA 

by Eric Myers 

______________________________________________________ 

[Some of the following appeared in the column “News from the National & NSW 

Jazz Development Officer” in the Apr/May, 2000 edition of JazzChord.] 

he big news from the National Jazz Development Office in early 2000 was its 

initiative in arranging for the music director of the Copenhagen Jazzhouse, 

Lars Thorborg, to visit Australia. This came about courtesy of assistance from 

the Audience Development section of the Australia Council. Thorborg was in 

Australia from February 26 to March 10, 2000.  

He spent five days in Adelaide at the Performing Arts Market (PAM), before going on 

to Sydney where he arrived on Fri Mar 3. Lars told me he had a wonderful time at the 

PAM, and was very impressed with the Australian jazz artists he heard – although 

the jazz component was thin. He very much liked the Sydney group Wanderlust 

which performed there, and was drawn to many of the innovative non-jazz artists 

and groups which dominated the PAM. 

The SA Jazz Co-ordinator Margaret Reines had a good point when she remarked 

that, out of some 120 international entrepreneurs and arts officials who attended in 

Adelaide, only Lars Thorborg and one or two others were interested in jazz. Once 

again, it appeared that the jazz community was - as usual - neglecting to take 

advantage of avenues for promotion that were taken up with alacrity by other art 

forms. One suggestion made at the time was that an influential jazz agent such as the 

Austrian Thomas Stowsand should be invited to a future PAM, to see if he could  
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identify any groups which might qualify for his prestigious European circuits.  Also, 

as I suggested at the time, why not invite the owner of Paris’s New Morning jazz club, 

where Australian jazz artists, other than James Morrison, very rarely played? 

The Copenhagen Jazzhouse, like Huub van Riel’s Bimhuis in Amsterdam, was then, 

(and I imagine still is, 17 years later) a superb full-time jazz venue, run by a non-

profit organisation. Many people then considered it the finest jazz venue in Europe. 

For me Thorborg’s visit highlighted the primitive thinking in Australia regarding the 

status of jazz in relation to other more established art forms, such as dance, theatre, 

classical music, and opera. Thorborg made exactly the same point stressed by 

Amsterdam’s Huub van Riel two years earlier: that, in Europe, those seriously 

presenting modern jazz performances had largely given up the myth that jazz can 

survive on a commercial basis, without subsidy.  

That myth  - that jazz, of all art forms, can be self-sufficient and stand on its own feet 

without serious subsidy - was still alive in this country in 2000, and I imagine it still 

is today.  As Lars Thorborg says in his own contribution* to JazzChord,  “It is not 

possible to present high quality live jazz unless you have strong financial support   

 

Mark Fitzgibbon: Lars Thorborg admired his playing at Bennetts Lane… PHOTO 

CREDIT JOE GLAYSHER 

from public and/or private sources.” In Sydney, do we expect the Belvoir Street 

Theatre to be self-sufficient, and survive on box office receipts alone? Or the Sydney 

Symphony Orchestra? Or the Sydney Dance Company? I think the answer is ‘no’. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

*See Lars Thorborg’s own piece “Impressions of an Australian Visit”, published in 

the Jun/Jul, 2000  edition of JazzChord, and reproduced on this website in the 

ESSAYS section. 
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After the PAM in Adelaide Lars spent three days in Sydney with me, before flying to 

Melbourne on Sun Mar 5 where he was entertained by the Vic Jazz Co-ordinator 

Martin Jackson. He then returned to Sydney for another 3-4 days, and departed 

Sydney for Copenhagen on Fri Mar 10. 

In JazzChord, Martin Jackson reported on Lars Thorborg’s visit to Melbourne: “[It] 

was mutually beneficial for all involved. He impressed many people with his 

personable and easy-going character, and was an excellent ambassador at every turn 

for Danish jazz.” 

The visit to Melbourne was timed so that Lars could attend two performances 

(Sunday & Tuesday) at Bennetts Lane, presented by the Melbourne Jazz Co-

operative. Lars told me that he particularly admired the pianist Mark Fitzgibbon, 

who performed with the new Jamie Oehlers Septet.  

In Sydney, Lars heard three groups presented by the Sydney Improvised Music 

Association (SIMA) at the Side On Café: Mike Nock Trio, Bernie McGann Trio, and 

the Willow Neilson Quartet. Lars was very impressed with all three groups.  

 

Willow Neilson Quartet, heard by Lars Thorborg in Sydney: at bottom Craig Simon, then 

clockwise Gerard Masters, Willow Neilson, Brendan Clarke…PHOTO CREDIT SALLY FLECK 

I was delighted that Lars Thorborg was in the Side On to hear the Willow Neilson 

Quartet, which included some of the best of the new wave of brilliant young jazz 

musicians coming up in Sydney: Neilson, Craig Simon, Gerard Masters and Brendan 

Clarke. Interestingly, the Side On Café on that evening was full of young people who 

apparently were followers of  the Neilson quartet, comprised of four young men in 

their early 20s. I felt this augured well for the future. 
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In Sydney Lars had individual meetings with musicians such as David Theak and 

Lloyd Swanton, and I was able to take him to hear some of the city’s leading 

mainstreamers at the launch of Glenn Henrich’s new CD Vibes, at a function co-

produced by the Jazz Action Society of NSW and the Musicians’ Club. This took place 

at a new venue, the APIA Hotel in Camperdown – a jazz venue in the inner west, not 

located in the CBD. As well as Henrich, the musicians included Tom Baker, Jason 

Morphett, George Washingmachine, Andrew Dickeson, Jim Pennell, and Craig Scott. 

 

Glenn Henrich: launching his new CD Vibes, at a function co-produced by the Jazz 

Action Society of NSW and the Musicians’ Club… 

On March 9 Jim McLeod recorded an interview with Thorborg at the ABC for the 

JazzTrack program, after which Lars and I had lunch with Jim and the saxophonist 

Bob Bertles. 

Later Lars and I inspected the Quaynote, an empty  two-storey venue, now 

constructed into two identical film theatrettes. This had been suggested as a suitable 

location for  the new dedicated jazz venue we were proposing. It was in an excellent 

position in The Rocks (on the corner of George Street and Hickson Road), and maybe 

could serve as the space we were looking for. Lars Thorborg had some minor 

reservations about it, but felt confident that it could be transformed into an excellent 

music venue, with two separate performing spaces. 

Another highlight was a meeting with Greg Maddock, General Manager of the Sydney 

City Council, to discuss the same matter: the likelihood of Sydney achieving a first-

class jazz venue run by a non-profit organisation (very largely on the model of the 
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Copenhagen JazzHouse). Maddock, by the way, had been Wangaratta’s Chief 

Executive Officer in 1989, when Peter Rechniewski and I were assisting  the local 

Chamber of Commerce to lay the groundwork for the Wangaratta Jazz Festival, 

which commenced in 1990, and quickly became Australia’s leading jazz festival. 

Maddock subsequently had a meteoric rise from a provincial local government 

position to become CEO of the Sydney City Council, with the success of the 

Wangaratta festival prominent on his CV. It was nice to catch up with him ten years 

later. 

 

Greg Maddock, former Wangaratta CEO, in 2000 General Manager of the Sydney 

City Council… 

Later the same day Thorborg attended a meeting with the Secretary of the NSW 

Ministry for the Arts, Evan Williams, along with Peter Rechniewski, myself, Victoria 

Owens of the Ministry, and my admin assistant Peter Lothian. In that meeting Lars 

emphasised the level of government funding which sustained the Copenhagen 

JazzHouse and, indeed, the whole jazz scene in Denmark. The JazzHouse of course, 

received a level of funding which we could only dream of in Australia: AUD400,000 

a year from the Danish Music Council (not unlike the Music Fund of the Australia 

Council) and the Copenhagen City Government. 

At the conclusion of that meeting Evan Williams remarked, as I left the room, “Eric, 

you’ve been talking about this venue for years. Let’s do it…” Or words to that effect. 

Until that moment, I had not suspected that support for the idea might be that strong 

in the upper echelons of the NSW Government. But this glimmer of hope was 

immensely encouraging, and I put it down to the wisdom of Lars Thorborg’s sensible 

advocacy. 

 Be this as it may, the idea of a non-profit venue was one of a number of ideas which 

were lost when the jazz development program ceased at the end of 2001 – an idea 

that, as far as I know, has never resurfaced, much to the detriment of the jazz 

community in Sydney.  


